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CON/N0101 - Erect and dismantle temporary scaffold 
of 3.6 meter height 

1. Which of the following are scaffolding access
requirements?

i) Must have safe access
ii) Bottom access rung in not more than 10” high
iii) Rest platform at 15 foot intervals
iv) None of these

2. At the start of each shift you must conduct an inspection
of the scaffolding.

i) True
ii) False 

3. When overlapping OSHA planks on a scaffold frame what
is the minimum and maximum overlap required?

i) 2” Min – 36” Max
ii) 1” Min – 14” Max
iii) 6” Min – 12” Max
iv) 15” Min – 22” Max

4. For scaffold platform construction you must have all the
following:

i) Platform fully planked or decked
ii) Not more than 5 Inch gap between planks.
iii) Scaffold platforms and walkways must be atleast 10”

wide
iv) A yellow tag hanging on the scaffold during work

5. You do not want to distribute the load on a scaffold over
the support.

i) True
ii) False

6. A screw jack should never extend more than ______ of
its length?

i) ½
ii) 2/3
iii) 7/8
iv) ¾

7. If a/an______ is installed at the appropriate height it can
act as the top rail or mid rail on a scaffold's handrail.

i) Bucket
ii) Cross Brace
iii) Caution tape
iv) Stair tower

8. It is okay to set up a scaffold out of plumb as long as it is
only 5 frames tall or less.

i) True
ii) False

9. The temporary framework is known as __________ and
it is useful in construction demolition, maintenance or
repair works. 

i) Underpinning
ii) Shoring
iii) Scaffolding
iv) Grouting

10. Which of the following conditions are responsible for
over 70% of scaffold accidents?

i) Plank or support slipped or gave way
ii) Employee slipped or was hit by a falling object
iii) Missing or damaged guardrails
iv) All of these

11. Whose responsibility is to inspect scaffolding before use
to make sure it is safe to use?

i) Yours
ii) Your Supervisor’s
iii) Your colleague’s
iv) All of the Above

12. Cross bracing can be used to climb onto scaffolding.

i) True
ii) False

13. When planking is damaged or missing, only scaffold
grade planking may be used to replace it.

i) True
ii) False 

14. How much space is permitted between adjacent planks
or between the platform and the uprights?

i) Less than 1 inch
ii) Less than 2 inches
iii) Less than 4 inches
iv) No space

15. Planks must be overlapped a minimum of 12 inches.

i) True
ii) False 



16. Every person working 6 feet or more above ground must
be protected by a fall arrest system or guardrails.

i) True
ii) False 

17. Fall protection systems may be secured to the scaffold
itself. 

i) True
ii) False

18. What should you do if someone is the victim of electric
shock due to contact with power lines?

i) Provide First Aid
ii) Move them away from the hazard
iii) Call 911
iv) All of these

19. Falls from ladders can be as deadly as falls from
scaffolding.

i) True
ii) False 

20. _________ is a Board placed parallel to the Ledgers and
supported between the Putlogs.

i) Toe board
ii) Guard rail
iii) Raker
iv) Bolts

21. In the following which one is not the scaffolding type?

i) Supported scaffolding
ii) Mobile scaffolding
iii) Aerial scaffolding
iv) Paper scaffolding

22. The tools used to check the verticality of wall is:

i) Spirit level
ii) Straight edge
iii) Plumb bob
iv) Water level tube

23. The main reasons for accident in work site are?

i) Carelessness
ii) In appropriate tools
iii) Wrong reaction
iv) All of these

24. A hammer with loosely fitted handle will:

i) Fly away and cause accident
ii) Absorb shock
iii) Have easy swing
iv) None of these

25. Which tool is used for drawing, making straight lines and
to measure distance?

i) Try-Square
ii) Steel Rule
iii) Micrometer
iv) Measure tape

26. Identify the below shown tool:

i) Beam Coupler
ii) Putlog Coupler
iii) Swivel Coupler
iv) Wingnut Coupler

27. Identify the below shown tool:

i) Beam Coupler
ii) Putlog Coupler
iii) Swivel Coupler
iv) Wingnut Coupler

28. Identify the below shown tool:

i) Beam Coupler
ii) Putlog Coupler
iii) Swivel Coupler
iv) Wingnut Coupler

29. Identify the below shown tool:

i) External Sleeve
ii) Internal Sleeve
iii) Both (A) & (B)
iv) None of these

30. Identify the below shown tool:

i) External Sleeve
i) Internal Sleeve
ii) Both (A) & (B)
iii) None of these



31. Single-line drawings are used

i) To accurately represent the space the pipe takes up
ii) Because they are simple to draw
iii) Because they look much more realistic
iv) Because you don't need to use symbols to represent

the various components

32. The vertical posts placed at the top and bottom ends of a
flight supporting the hand rail are known as:

i) Balusters
ii) Newal posts
iii) Balustrades
iv) Railings

33. A temporary rigid structure having platforms to enable
masons to work at different stages of a building, is
known as:

i) Scaffolding
ii) Dead shore
iii) Raking shore
iv) Under pinning

34. The vertical members fixed between steps and hand rail,
are known:

i) Balusters
ii) Strings
iii) newel posts
iv) soffits

35. The arrangement made to support an unsafe structure
temporarily, is known as:

i) Scaffolding
ii) Underpinning
iii) Shoring
iv) Jacking

36. Why must you always start dismantling from the top?

i) Because scaffolding on the top is easier to remove
than that on the lower levels

ii) Because scaffolding on the top is higher than that at
the bottom

iii) Because dismantling from the bottom cause
accidents

iv) Because dismantling from the top takes lesser time

37. Identify the correct name of below tool

i) Steel Rule
ii) Try Square
iii) Measuring scale
iv) All of these

38. Identify the correct name of below tool

i) Water Level
ii) Straight Edge
iii) Spirit Level
iv) None of these

39. Identify the correct name of below tool

i) Steel Rule
ii) Measure tape
iii) Steel Scale
iv) All of these

40. Identify the correct name of below tool

i) C Clamp
ii) U Clamp
iii) Hand wise

41. 1 inch = ___________MM

i) 25.4
ii) 25.3
iii) 25.5
iv) 25.2

42. 1 feet =____________ Inch

i) 10
ii) 12
iii) 14
iv) 16

43. What is the unit of length in the CGS system?

i) Feet
ii) Centimeter
iii) Inch
iv) Kilometer

44. Which one of the following is not a fundamental units

i) Pressure
ii) Mass
iii) Length
iv) Time



45. A hacksaw is used for____________ thin metal plates.

i) Cutting
ii) Smoothing
iii) Joining
iv) None of these

CON/N1105 - Identify, handle and use hand and power tools 
relevant to installation of false ceiling and dry walls 

46. Scriber is made of:

i) Copper
ii) High carbon steel
iii) Cast Iron
iv) Mild Steel

47. The length of ledgers used for scaffolding is:

i) 1 to 1.1 M
ii) 1 to 1.2 M
iii) 1.2 to 1.3 M
iv) 1.2 to 1.5 M

48. Steel rule is made of:

i) Brass
ii) Stainless steel
iii) Zinc
iv) Cast iron

49. The bench wise is used for ____________.

i) Material Holding
ii) Material chipping
iii) Material cutting
iv) All of these

50. Which tool is used for cutting thin metal sheets?

i) Chipping hammer
ii) Chisel
iii) File
iv) All of the above

51. How is a scriber used?

i) Measuring device
ii) Marking device
iii) Both (A) & (B)
iv) None of these

52. Water level is used to check:

i) Length
ii) Height

iii) Level
iv) None of these

53. 1 yard = _________.

i) 3 Feet
ii) 5 Feet
iii) 3.5 Feet
iv) 4 Feet

54. Wear protective _______ when you are working on the
floor where there is a tendency for the objects to fall
from   the roof.

i) Safety Gloves
ii) Helmet
iii) Ear Plug
iv) Dust Mask

55. The unit of weight is _______.

i) Meter
ii) Kg
iii) Feet
iv) Level of water

56. How is water measured?

i) Weight measurement
ii) Slope measurement
iii) Volume measurement
iv) Area measurement

57. Make sure that there is no ______ in the tube (Water)
level.

i) Air bubble
ii) Air
iii) Water
iv) Sand

58. Volume is measured as ___________.

i) Length x breath x height/depth
ii) Length x breath
iii) Length x length
iv) Height x breath

59. How many kg are there in a quintal?

i) 10 kg
ii) 100 kg
iii) 1000 kg
iv) 10000 kg



60. __________ is used to set square corners.

i) Square
ii) Spirit Level
iii) Water Level
iv) Plumb-bob

61. __________ is used to check horizontal level. 

i) Spirit level
ii) Water level
iii) Plumb-bob
iv) Square

62. How many inches are there in 5 feet:

i) 40
ii) 50
iii) 60
iv) 70

63. Files are categorized according to Length and
__________.

i) Shape
ii) Grade
iii) Cut patterns
iv) All of these

64. Which of the following process is used to shape and
finish component made of metals and other materials?

i) Threading
ii) Cutting 
iii) Grinding
iv) All of the above

65. Which of the following is a type of drilling machine?

i) Twist drill
ii) Power drill
iii) Flat drill
iv) All of these

66. Why is it important to wear PPE?

i) For safety of others
ii) For safety of tools
iii) For personal safety
iv) None of the above

67. What should you do in case of fire at workplace?

i) Use the lift to escape
ii) Take shelter under the table
iii) Immediately vacate the premises
iv) Wait for instructions

68. Which of the following would prevent injuries from
occurring at work?

i) Keeping the work place tidy
ii) Wearing light clothing
iii) Lifting heavy objects with a bent back
iv) Keeping lighting to a minimum

69. Convert 230 mm into_____ inch.

i) 10”
ii) 9”
iii) 8”
iv) 7”

70. How many types of safety belts are ther?

i) 2
ii) 2
iii) 3
iv) 4

71. Identify the type of hammer given in the picture.

i) Straight pane hammer
ii) Cross pane hammer
iii) Claw hammer
iv) Ball pane hammer

72. PPE stands for?

i) Particular part equipment
ii) Part professional equipment
iii) Personal protective equipment
iv) None of these

73. The art of bringing the floor to a true level surface by
means of screads, is called: 

i) Topping
ii) Bedding
iii) Screading
iv) none of these

74. A floor function map a real number to

i) smallest previous integer
ii) greatest previous integer
iii) smallest following integer
iv) none of the mentioned



75. Floor(2.4) + Ceil(2.9) is equal to

i) 4
ii) 6
iii) 5
iv) All of these

76. For some integer n such that x < n < x + 1, ceil(x) < n:

i) True
ii) False

77. For some number x, Floor(x) <= x <= Ceil(x):

i) True
ii) False 

78. If x, and y are positive numbers both are less than one,
then maximum value of ceil(x + y) is?

i) 0
ii) 1
iii) 2
iv) -1

79. Gypsum is a:

i) Mechanically formed sedimentary rock
ii) Igneous rock
iii) Chemically precipitated sedimentary rock
iv) Metamorphic rock

80. Which of the following sedimentary rocks change into
quartzite by metamorphic action?

i) Sand stone
ii) Lime stone
iii) Shale
iv) Gypsum

81. Which of the following is a rock:

i) Quartz
ii) Mica
iii) Gypsum
iv) None of these

82. Jumper is a tool used for:

i) Testing of stones
ii) Quarrying of stones
iii) Dressing of stones
iv) None of these

83. Cross cut saw is used for:

i) Cutting soft stones
ii) Cutting hard stones
iii) Cutting large blocks of stones
iv) Dressing stones

84. Plywood has the advantage of:

i) Greater tensile strength in longer direction
ii) Greater tensile strength in shorter direction
iii) Same tensile strength in all direction
iv) None of these

85. Quick lime is:

i) Calcium carbonate
ii) Calcium oxide
iii) Calcium hydroxide
iv) None of these

86. Gypsum consists of:

i) H2S and C02
ii) CaS04 and H20
iii) Lime and H20
iv) C02 and Calcium

87. The most commonly used retarder in cement is:

i) Gypsum
ii) Calcium chloride
iii) Calcium carbonate
iv) None of these

88. A ceil function map a real number to:

i) Smallest previous integer
ii) Greatest previous integer
iii) Smallest following integer
iv) none of the mentioned

89. Stud(s) of a common wooden partition:

i) Are vertical wooden members
ii) Is the upper horizontal wooden member
iii) Is the lower horizontal wooden member
iv) Are the intermediate horizontal wooden members



90. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Hand Drill Machine
ii) Reaming Machine
iii) Drill Machine
iv) None of these

91. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Power Hacksaw
ii) Hand Saw
iii) Chisel
iv) Cutter

92. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Right Angle
ii) Square
iii) Straight Edge
iv) All of these

93. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Power Drill Machine
ii) Hand Drill Machine
iii) Power Hacksaw
iv) None of these

94. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Power Drill Machine
ii) Hand Drill Machine
iii) Screw Gun
iv) All of these

95. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Wooden Patti
ii) Scaffolding Plank
iii) Wooden Scale
iv) None of these

96. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Tapping Knives
ii) Broad knives
iii) Both (A) & (B)
iv) None of these

CON/N1106 - Measure, mark and cut the gypsum, plaster,
fiber and composite boards for false ceiling and dry wall
installation 

97. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Tapping Knives
ii) Broad knives
iii) Both (A) & (B)
iv) None of these

98. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) Chisel
ii) Marking gauge
iii) Cutting Knife
iv) None of these

99. Identify the tool given in the picture.

i) I Square
ii) T Square
iii) L Square
iv) All of These

100. What is ceiling board?

i) Regular gypsum board
ii) Regular ply board
iii) Both (A) & (B)
iv) None of these

101. Is gypsum same as the drywall

i) True
ii) False

102. Other name of drywall panels are

i) Plasterboard
ii) Gypsum board
iii) Wallboard
iv) All of these

103. To prevent sagging the thickness of drywall should be

i) 2/8”
ii) 3/8”
iii) 4/8”
iv) 5/8”

Measure, mark and cut the gypsum, plaster, 
fiber and composite boards for false ceiling and dry wall 

Identify the tool given in the picture. 

Identify the tool given in the picture. 

Identify the tool given in the picture. 

What is ceiling board? 

Regular gypsum board 
Regular ply board 

Is gypsum same as the drywall 

Other name of drywall panels are 

sagging the thickness of drywall should be 



104. How many screws go into a sheet of drywall?

i) 2-2/4 to 2-2/2 screws per square feet
ii) 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 screws per square feet
iii) 3-3/4 to 3-3/2 screws per square feet
iv) None of these

105. The minimum gypsum board thickness shall be increased
from _________ on center framing.

i) 3/8 to ½ inch
ii) 1/8 to 2/8 inch
iii) 1/8 to 5/8 inch
iv) None of these

106. Is gypsum board fire resistant.

i) True
ii) False 

107. How much thickn plasterboard should be used?

i) 6.5 and 8.5 MM
ii) 7.5 and 10.5 MM
iii) 9.5 and 12.5 MM
iv) None of these

108. Is drywall better than plaster.

i) True
ii) False

109. How far apart do drywall screws need to be

i) Spacing the screws 12 to 16 inches apart
ii) Spacing the screws 16 to 20 inches apart
iii) Spacing the screws 20 to 26 inches apart
iv) Spacing the screws 26 to 30 inches apart

110. When installing 1/2 inch drywall

i) Nails or screws should be at least 2 2/4 inches long
ii) Nails or screws should be at least 2 1/4 inches long
iii) Nails or screws should be at least 1 3/4 inches long
iv) Nails or screws should be at least 1 1/4 inches long

111. Is gypsum board fire proof?

i) Yes
ii) No

112. Is cement board heat resistant?

i) True
ii) False 

113. Is gypsum dangerous?

i) True
ii) False 

114. How thick should plaster be on plasterboard for ceiling?

i) 10 MM
ii) 12 MM
iii) 8 MM
iv) 4 MM

115. Do you need to prime plasterboard before painting?

i) Yes
ii) No

116. Can you plaster over drywall?

i) Yes
ii) No

117. Is drywall dust bad?

i) Yes
ii) No

118. What type of drywall should be used in a bathroom?

i) Ply board
ii) Gypsum
iii) Cement Board
iv) None of these

119. How many screws does it take to hang drywall on a
ceiling

i) One screw every 12 inches along the ceilings and
every 16 inches on walls 

ii) One screw every 16 inches along the ceilings and
every 20 inches on walls

iii) One screw every 20 inches along the ceilings and
every 24 inches on walls

iv) One screw every 24 inches along the ceilings and
every 30 inches on walls

120. Can we used wood screws on drywall

i) Yes
ii) No



121. For 1000 Sq Ft of wall, How many pounds of drywall
screws we need

i) 8.3
ii) 7.3
iii) 6.3
iv) 5.3

122. What is the best mold resistant drywall?

i) Gypsum
ii) Greenboard
iii) Both (A) & (B)
iv) None of these

123. Is cement backer board waterproof?

i) Yes
ii) No

124. Is cement board considered non combustible?

i) Yes
ii) No

125. How thick should a stud wall be?

i) 53 MM
ii) 73 MM
iii) 83 MM
iv) 131 MM

126. Can you paint directly onto plasterboard?

i) Yes
ii) No

127. Can we put drywall mud over primer?

i) Yes
ii) No
iii) Maybe
iv) Cannot say

128. You should do _________before you print over drywall

i) Choose a primer
ii) Apply the primer with a paint roller
iii) Remove all sanding debris
iv) None of these

129. Can we use green board in a shower?

i) Yes
ii) No

130. Can drywall dust make you sick?

i) Yes
ii) No

131. How many square feet are in a 10X10 room?

i) 100 Sq ft
ii) 1000 Sq ft
iii) 200 Sq ft
iv) 2000 Sq ft

132. How do we calculate sq ft?

i) Measure the length and width of your area then
multiplying those two numbers together to get the
area in feet squared

ii) Measure the length and Height of your area then
multiplying those two numbers together to get the
area in feet squared

iii) Measure the Height and width of your area then
multiplying those two numbers together to get the
area in feet squared 

iv) All of these

133. How many screws go in to a 4X8 sheet of drywall

i) 28 drywall screws
ii) 38 drywall screws
iii) 48 drywall screws
iv) 58 drywall screws

134. How do you calculate square footage for drywall?

i) Divide the total Drywall square footage needed by
the drywall panel square footage.

ii) Divide the half Drywall square footage needed by
the drywall panel square footage.

iii) Both (A) & (B)
iv) None of these

135. How many square feet is a 25X15 room

i) 375 Sq ft
ii) 325 Sq ft
iii) 355 Sq ft
iv) 365 Sq ft

CON/N1107 - Fix the dry walls board with fasteners for 
installing dry wall sheets on walls 

137. How many square feet are in a 12X16 room

i) 160
ii) 180
iii) 170
iv) 150



138. How many square feet is a 4X8 sheet of drywall?

i) 22
ii) 32
iii) 42
iv) 52

139. How many square feet is a 15X15 sheet of gypsum?

i) 245
ii) 235
iii) 225
iv) 215

140. How much does a 32 sq ft size and ½ inch thick sheet of
plywood weight?

i) 65.44 pounds
ii) 55.44 pounds
iii) 45.44 pounds
iv) None of these

141. A 4x8 drywall sheet weighs about…………….pounds 

i) 68
ii) 58
iii) 48
iv) 38

142. How many sheets of drywall are in a pallet?

i) 44
ii) 46
iii) 48
iv) 50

143. Do we need a drywall screw gun to install gypsum penal

i) Yes
ii) No

144. Can we use drywall screws for subfloor?

i) Yes
ii) No

145. Can we use an impact driver for drywall?

i) Yes
ii) No

146. Can we put plywood over subfloor?

i) Yes
ii) No

147. How thick does subfloor need to be for hardwood

i) 16 to 19.2”
ii) 14 to 15.2”
iii) 12 to 13.2”
iv) 10 to 11.2”

148. What size nails for framing 2X6?

i) 1.1/2 Inches
ii) 2.1/5 Inches
iii) 3.1/2 Inches
iv) 4.1/2 Inches

149. Is a brushless drill better?

i) Yes
ii) No

150. Can we use regular bits in an impact driver?

i) Yes
ii) No

151. What material do we use for subfloor?

i) Oriented Strand Board
ii) Green Board
iii) Gypsum
iv) None of these

152. Can we use screws instead of nails for framing?

i) Yes
ii) No

153. What size nails are used for sheathing?

i) 12 to 16 Inches
ii) 14 to 20 Inches
iii) 6 to 12 Inches
iv) None of these

154. Can an impact driver be used as a drill?

i) Yes
ii) No

155. Is hammer drill same as Impact driver?

i) Yes
ii) No



156. Is OSB better than plywood?

i) Yes
ii) No

157. What size plywood should be used for roofing?

i) 24 Inches
ii) 20 Inches
iii) 16 Inches
iv) 12 Inches

158. What thickness OSB should be used for roofing?

i) 5/16 Inches
ii) 6/16 Inches
iii) 7/16 Inches
iv) 8/16 Inches

159. Can we use OSB on a roof?

i) Yes
ii) No

160. Can we used regular bits in an impact driver?

i) Yes
ii) No

161. Can we use an Impact driver as an Impact wrench?

i) Yes
ii) No

162. Which side of OSB is best to paint?

i) Up
ii) Out
iii) Both Up and Out
iv) Cannot say

163. Can plywood be spray painted?

i) Yes
ii) No

CON/N8001- Work effectively in a team to deliver desired 
results at the workplace 

164. How do you foster teamwork in the workplace

i) Practice clear communication
ii) Define responsibilities
iii) Conflict resolution
iv) All of these

165. How can a team be effective?

i) Build relationships between your co workers
ii) Establish relationships with each of your co workers
iii) Both (A) & (B)
iv) None of these

166. Why teamwork is important in the workplace?

i) Solve difficult problems
ii) Divides the problems
iii) Know the problems
iv) None of these

167. Why team building important in the workplace?

i) To improve workplace projects
ii) To improve attention
iii) To improve attendance
iv) All of these

168. Which of the following are benefits of brainstorming
when compared to nominal group technique?

i) Brainstorming is more fun
ii) Brainstorming can create a positive organizational

climat 
iii) Brainstorming can encourage talented and highly

skilled employees to remain in an organization 
iv) All of the above

169. Groupthink can be combated in which of the following
ways?

i) The team leader could withhold his or her viewpoint
during team discussion 

ii) The devil's advocate role could be assigned to a
specific team member 

iii) Team members could engage in cohesiveness-
building training 

iv) Both a and b

170. Team creativity can be promoted in which of the
following ways?

i) Establishing a competitive environment to promote
creative ideas 

ii) Establishing challenges for the team
iii) Evaluating ideas during the idea generation stage
iv) Stressing deadlines to encourage intensity and focus



171. Which of the following is an effective technique for
dealing with troublesome group members?

i) Embrace their disruptive behavior
ii) Use the same behaviors as the disruptive member to

demonstrate why their behaviors are flawed 
iii) Create an environment where the disruptive

member does not feel welcome 
iv) Confront the person directly

172. Goals work best for building teams when

i) They are clearly stated
ii) There are many goals to challenge the team
iii) The goals create competition within the group
iv) No goal is shared by every member on the team

173. Which of the following is not a way to establish team
identity? 

i) Creating a team name
ii) Creating a uniform style of dress
iii) Creating group rituals
iv) Creating competition among group members for

prizes and awards given to the best team member 

174. Consensus decision making means that

i) Every group member's preferred choice will be
selected by the group 

ii) All members agree to the final decision or group
choice 

iii) All legitimate concerns of group members are
addressed 

iv) Both (ii) and (iii)

175. Groupthink is:

i) A process where group members gather to decide
issues 

ii) A process of group members stressing disagreement
and skepticism 

iii) A process of group members stressing cohesiveness
and agreement instead of skepticism and optimum 
decision making 

iv) A process of breaking rigid thinking by placing a
problem in a different frame of reference 

176. The purpose of job enrichment to

i) Expand the number of tasks an individual can do
ii) Increase job efficiency’
iii) Increase job effectiveness
iv) None of these

177. Communication begins with:

i) Encoding
ii) Idea origination
iii) Decoding
iv) None of these

178. The problem solving process begin with:

i) Clarification of the situation
ii) Establishment the alternatives
iii) Identification of the difficulty
iv) Isolation of the cause

179. Organizational behavior is:

i) A science
ii) An art
iii) A science as well as an Art
iv) None of above

180. Now a days a lot of stress is being put on the __________
of the employee in the organization. 

i) Character
ii) Improvement
iii) Behavior
iv) Rewards

181. Organizational behavior focuses at 3 levels –

i) Individuals, Organization, Society
ii) Society, Organization, Nation
iii) Employee, Employer, Management
iv) Individual, Groups, Organization

182. Scope of Organizational behavior does not include:

i) Leadership
ii) Perception
iii) Job design
iv) Technology

183. The definition of communication implies that:

i) Communication is mostly verbal
ii) Communication is mostly written
iii) Most communication is in a  vertical direction
iv) Understanding must occur to have communication

184. The least used communication channel in an organization
is usually: 

i) Upward
ii) Downward
iii) Diagonal



iv) Horizontal

185. Every individual sets his goal and he also knows the
_____________ which will take him to achieve the goal. 

i) Process
ii) Behavior
iii) Event
iv) Way

186. ___________ is the force of action or motivation.

i) Behavior
ii) Stimulus
iii) Perception
iv) Attitude

187. Organizational behavior does not contribute to
improve___________ 

i) Motivation
ii) Efficiency
iii) Interpersonal relations
iv) Communication

188. The job satisfaction of an employee depends on the

i) Behavior
ii) Attitude
iii) Personality
iv) Employer

189. Success of each organization depends upon the
performance of: 

i) Employer
ii) Management
iii) Vendor
iv) Employee

190. A satisfied employee will be a:

i) Motivator to others
ii) Manager
iii) High performer
iv) Team leader

191. Belief, Opinion, Knowledge, Emotions, Feelings, Intention
are the components of: 

i) Job satisfaction
ii) Attitude
iii) Personality
iv) None of these

192. The statement “I am going to apologies for my mistake”
is an example of  ____________ component of attitude 

i) Behavioral
ii) Cognitive
iii) Affective
iv) Positive

193. Motivation includes:

i) Job enrichment
ii) Job rotation
iii) Job enlargement
iv) All of the above

194. Every individual is __________ by their personality

i) Intellectual
ii) Specific
iii) Unique
iv) Systematic

195. ____________ is the process of stimulating people to
take actions for accomplishing the goals 

i) Bonus
ii) Motivation
iii) Promotion 
iv) None of these

196. Which one of the following is not a characteristic of a
team? 

i) Minimal and formal knowledge sharing
ii) Collective output
iii) Individual and collective responsibility
iv) Fluid dimension to roles and tasks

197. What are group norms?

i) Modes of behaviour that are acceptable to and
shared by group members 

ii) Modes of behaviour that are shared by some
members of the group 

iii) Modes of behaviour that challenge group values and
beliefs 

iv) Modes of behaviour that are different of those of
the other group members 

198. What is characteristic for the location of a virtual team?

i) In the same building
ii) In the same industry
iii) In the same country
iv) Remotely



199. Which of these is not an advantage of a virtual team?

i) Team members can be recruited for their specific
skills or experience 

ii) No overhead costs associated with physical buildings
iii) Conflict can be resolved easily using face-to-face

meetings 
iv) Low transport or commuting costs

200. What is not an assumption underpinning the rational
decision making model?

i) Incomplete information
ii) An agreed goal
iii) A structured problem
iv) High level of certainty regarding the environment

201. What is the term for decisions limited by human capacity
to absorb and analyze information?

i) Cognitive rationality
ii) Conscious rationality
iii) Bounded rationality
iv) Restricted rationality

202. What assumption is the garbage can model of decision
making based on

i) Limited knowledge and great insight
ii) Limited knowledge but high level of experience
iii) Limited knowledge and uncertainty
iv) Limited knowledge and high risk

203. What is the term for the 'rule of thumb' type of bias in
decision making?

i) Framing bias
ii) Hindsight bias
iii) Over-confidence bias
iv) Heuristics

204. In responding to a complaint letter, a type of letter used,
known as

i) Inquiry letter
ii) Cover letter
iii) Adjustment letter
iv) Complain letter

205. A report writing, related in studying practicality and
stating recommendations of an activity

i) Progress report
ii) Progress report activity
iii) Investigation report
iv) All of above

CON/N9001  - Work according to personal health, safety and 
environment protocol at construction site 

206. Which of the following type(s) of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) is frequently used?

i) Safety glasses
ii) Gloves
iii) Safety Helmet
iv) All of these

207. When you find that someone in the construction site is
injured, It is your responsibility to ________

i) Immediately report to your supervisor
ii) Contact injured person’s family
iii) Call for an ambulance
iv) Not attend him

208. Who is responsible for hand and power tool safety?

i) The employer
ii) The employee
iii) OSHA
iv) Both a and b

209. All jacks including lever, ratchet, screw, and hydraulic 
jacks should have a_________

i) Stop Indicator
ii) Marked manufacturer’s load limit
iii) Both a and b
iv) None of these

210. Work areas and floors should always be kept clean and
dry to prevent accidents

i) True
ii) False 

211. Which of the following can minimize effects of vibration
when using tools?

i) Using tool handles covered with rubber, cork, or
plastic bonded to steel

ii) Using tools with large handles
iii) Rotating tasks among workers
iv) All of the above

212. It is okay to remove safeguards if you’re an experienced
hand and power tool operator? 

i) True
ii) False



213. Even when there are no signs of a fire, you should
respond to every fire alarm as if it were real.

i) True
ii) False 

214. All workplaces need to provide portable fire
extinguishers. 

i) True
ii) False 

215. Which of the following is NOT a safe practice when
working with power tools

i) Keeping hoses and cords away from oil, heat, and
sharp edges

ii) Yanking the hose or the cord to disconnect it from
the receptacle

iii) Securing work with a vice or clamps, keeping both
hands free to use the tool

iv) None of the above

216. The primary function of a fire door is to exit a building in
case of fire

i) True
ii) False

217. Fire doors should be locked at all times

i) True
ii) False

218. When you discover a fire, you should…

i) Pull the fire alarm and call the fire department
ii) Use a fire extinguisher to put out the fire, even if

you’ve never used a fire extinguisher before
iii) Stay in the building until you figure out a way to

extinguish the fire
iv) Run out of the building without warning others of

the fire

219. You are not required to ask a victim’s permission to
perform first aid

i) True
ii) False

220. Electric tools should not be used in damp or wet
locations

i) True
ii) False

221. A portable fire extinguisher should only be used by
trained employees.

i) True
ii) False 

222. Which of the following should you do first when your co-
worker has suffered an electrical shock?

i) Move the victim away from the electrical source
with a help of a non-conducting object

ii) Shut off the source of electricity if possible
iii) Check the victim’s breathing and pulse. Begin CPR if

necessary
iv) All of above

223. Which of the following is the correct method for saving
someone from choking?

i) Five back blows followed by five abdominal thrusts
if necessary

ii) Five abdominal thrusts followed by five back blows if
needed

iii) Back blows only
iv) Abdominal thrusts only

224. Which of the following fire extinguishers is used to put
out Class A fires?

i) CO2
ii) Water
iii) Multi-purpose dry chemical
iv) Both b and c

225. Over 800 construction workers die each year while on
the job. How many of these deaths are due to falls? 

i) 1 of every 2
ii) 1 of every 3
iii) 1 of every 5
iv) 1 of every 7

226. Which of the following fire extinguishers is used to put
out fires caused by flammable liquids?

i) Class A water fire extinguishers
ii) Class B carbon dioxide fire extinguisher
iii) Class C dry chemical fire extinguisher
iv) None of the above

227. Who is primarily responsible for providing employees
with a fall protection system?

i) The manufacturer of the fall protection system
ii) The employer
iii) The employee
iv) The insure



228. Which of the following is the acronym describing the
correct sequence of using a fire extinguisher?

i) PULL
ii) PUSH
iii) PASS
iv) None of the above

229. What is the correct order of airway, breathing, and
circulation in the CPR process?

i) Chest compressions, airway, breathing
ii) Airway, breastbone, chest
iii) Airway, breathing, circulation
iv) Back, circulation, airway

230. A fall arrest system is required when a worker is
operating at a height of… 

i) 3 feet or more
ii) 6 feet or more
iii) 10 feet or more
iv) None of the above

231. Where should you aim a fire extinguisher nozzle when
putting out a fire?

i) At the top of the fire
ii) At the base of the fire
iii) At the center of the fire
iv) Away from the fire

232. What can you do to help prevent a fire at work?

i) Avoid using electrical equipment near flammable
gases, vapors, and liquids

ii) Clutter your workspace with paper and other
combustibles

iii) Use electrical wires near flammable gases and liquids
iv) Avoid cleaning up oil spills and chemical spills

233. When should ladders be inspected?

i) Each day before use
ii) At least once a week
iii) At least once a month
iv) At least once a year

234. Before an emergency occurs, you should…

i) Be able to recognize the sound/signal of a fire or
evacuation alarm

ii) Know the person to contact in an emergency
iii) Be aware of the pathways to a minimum of 2 exits

from every area of the workplace 
iv) All of the above

235. Be aware of the pathways to a minimum of 2 exits from
every area of the workplace

i) True
ii) False 

236. When using a ladder to climb a roof, the ladder must
extend at least___ above it.

i) 18 inches
ii) 24 inches
iii) 30 inches
iv) 36 inches

237. Any employee can enter a permit required confined
space to carry out necessary repairs or maintenance

i) True
ii) False

238. Which of the following should you NOT do during a fire
emergency? 

i) Evacuate a building through designated exit routes
ii) Keep fire doors shut to prevent the fire from

spreading 
iii) Crawl low under the smoke while breathing only

through your nose
iv) Re-enter the building without the permission of

authorities

239. Which of the following is the most serious burn that
destroys skin and underlying tissue?

i) First-degree burns
ii) Second-degree burns
iii) Third-degree burns
iv) None of these

240. Step bolts that are bent at an angle greater than 15
degrees below horizontal should be removed and
replaced.

i) True
ii) False 

241. Which of the following is NOT a confined space that
requires a permit?

i) A space that contains a hazardous or potentially
hazardous atmosphere.

ii) A space that contains a material that can smother
someone who enters. 

iii) A space that contains a material which can engulf
someone who enters.

iv) A space that is designed for continuous employee
occupancy 



242. A Personal Fall Arrest System should ensure that it brings
the employee to a complete stop and its maximum
deceleration distance should be…

i) 3 ½ feet
ii) 5 feet
iii) 6 feet
iv) 6 ½ feet

243. First aid treatment for a chemical burn involves…

i) Applying ointment over the affected area
ii) Removing dead skin
iii) Neutralizing the chemical
iv) Flushing the chemicals off the affected area with

cool, gently running water for 10 to 20 minutes

244. Which of the following should you NOT do while treating 
cuts and scrapes?

i) Apply pressure on the wound with a clean cloth or
bandage

ii) Wash the wound with soap
iii) Apply an antibiotic to the wound
iv) Cover the wound

245. Which of the following components is no longer a part of
the Personal Fall Arrest System?

i) Full Body Harnesses
ii) Self closing self latching hardware
iii) Body Belts
iv) Y lanyards

246. Which of the following must be tested FIRST before an
employee enters a confined space?

i) Oxygen content
ii) Flammable gases and vapors
iii) Potential toxic air contaminants

247. Which lifeline allows the worker to move up and down
the entire height of the line rather than having to
disconnect and find a new tie-off point on the tower or
ladder he or she is climbing?

i) Horizontal Lifeline
ii) Vertical Lifeline

248. Fall protection equipment mustbe inspected…

i) At the beginning of each use
ii) Once every month
iii) At the end of each shift
iv) Frequently

249. Who is responsible for training employees on erecting,
repairing, dismantling, and inspecting scaffolding
equipment?

i) The Competent Person
ii) The Qualified Person
iii) The Authorized Employee
iv) None of the above

250. A scaffold and its components should be able to support
___ times the maximum load intended. 

i) 4
ii) 6
iii) 8
iv) 10

251. Oxygen, heat, fuel, dispersion, and confinement make up
the “Dust Explosion Pentagon.”

i) True
ii) False 

252. A fall arrest system prevents a worker from reaching a
fall hazard.

i) True
ii) False



Assistant False Ceiling and Drywall Installer: Viva Bank 

Qualification Pack Assistant False ceiling and drywall installer 
Reference ID CON/Q1103 
NSQF Level 2 
Sector Construction 
Occupation Interior and Exterior finishes 

CON/N0101 - Erect and dismantle temporary scaffold of 3.6 
meter height 

 Name any three tools used in scaffolding erection
 Why is a sprit leveler used?
 Why is leveling required before erecting a scaffold?
 What do you understand by fall protection

equipment?
 How does a helmet protect you?
 Why should you wear safety shoes?
 What is a guard rail?
 What are couplers?
 What is walk boards?
 Briefly describe how is scaffolding done?
 Briefly describe how a scaffold is dismantled?

CON/N1105 - Identify, handle and use hand and power tools 
relevant to installation of false ceiling and dry walls 

 What is the use of Hand Saw?
 What should be the standard size of taping knives

false ceiling and drywall installation?
 What is the use of Taping knives?
 What is the use of scaffold planks?
 What is the use of T square?
 What do you understand by scriber?
 What process is used to shape and finish component

made of metals and other materials. 
 What do you understand by PPE?
 What is the use of electric screw guns?
 Which power tools are used in false ceiling works?

CON/N1106 - Measure, mark and cut the gypsum, plaster, 
fiber and composite boards for false ceiling and dry wall 
installation 

 How will you measure the length of board?
 Which marking device is used to mark the boards?
 What is the use of a filing device?
 What is the use of drywall rasp?
 What are fibre cement sheets?
 How will you calculate the area of board which is to

be cut?
 How can you minimize exposure with the dust?
 What is the use of a straightedge?
 What will you do to maximize the usage of a board

and reduce its wastage?
 How will you deal with the rough edges of the

board?

CON/N1107 - Fix the dry walls board with fasteners for 
installing dry wall sheets on walls 

 What is the importance of making a rough estimate
of material required?

 According to what is the material selected for
drywall?

 What is the use of a sub frame of planks?
 What is the use of corner studs?
 What is the use of T braces?
 Which adhesives are used for drywall fixing?
 Which tools are used for drywall fixing?
 What is corner bead?

CON/N8001- Work effectively in a team to deliver desired 
results at the workplace 

 Why is it important to have inter-team discussions?
 Tell any two advantages of having good relationships

between team members
 What is the importance of following work schedule?
 How will you communicate work related information

to team member or to assessor?
 Why is it necessary to escalate any deviations or

problems to the seniors?
 What is benefit of taking advice and clarification

from seniors?
 Tell any two modes to build good relationship with

interacting with team.



 How will you handle the negative actions of
workers?

 What is advantage of working in a team?
 Tell any two different modes of communication?

CON/N9001  - Work according to personal health, safety and 
environment protocol at construction site 
Knowledge about the precautions to be taken while manual 
lifting 

 Why is it important to lift heavy weight using the
correct posture?

 What are the health risks due to bad posture?
 Why should you wear helmet?
 Why should you wear a body harness?
 Name any 3 Personal protective equipment.
 What is the use of a safety harness belt?
 How will you dispose sharp wires?
 What type of waste is generated at construction

sites? What will you do in case of Earth Quake?
 What do you understand by mock drill?
 Why is it necessary to follow the safety protocol and

practices as laid down by site EHS department?


